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Abstract
Background: Recent microscopic studies, based on the theoretical framework of nuclear energy
density functionals, have analyzed dynamic (least action) and static (minimum energy) fission
paths, and it has been shown that in addition to the important role played by nonaxial and/or
octupole collective degrees of freedom, fission paths crucially depend on the approximations adopted
in calculating the collective inertia.
Purpose: To analyse effects of triaxial and octupole deformations, as well as approximations to
the collective inertia, on the symmetric and asymmetric spontaneous fission dynamics, and compare
with results of recent studies based on the self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) method.
Methods: Deformation energy surfaces, collective potentials, and perturbative and nonpertur-
bative cranking collective inertia tensors are calculated using the multidimensionally-constrained
relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov (MDC-RHB) model, with the energy density functionals PC-PK1
and DD-PC1. Pairing correlations are treated in the Bogoliubov approximation using a sepa-
rable pairing force of finite range. The least-action principle is employed to determine dynamic
spontaneous fission paths.
Results: The dynamics of spontaneous fission of 264Fm and 250Fm is explored. The fission paths,
action integrals and the corresponding half-lives predicted by the functionals PC-PK1 and DD-PC1
are compared and, in the case of 264Fm, discussed in relation with recent results obtained using
the HFB model based on the Skyrme functional SkM∗ and a density dependent mixed pairing
interaction.
Conclusions: The inclusion of nonaxial quadrupole and octupole shape degrees of freedom is
essential for a quantitative analysis of fission dynamics. The action integrals and, consequently,
the half-lives crucially depend on the approximation used to calculate the effective collective inertia
along the fission path. The perturbative cranking approach underestimates the effects of structural
changes at the level crossings and the resulting collective inertia varies relatively smoothly in the
(β20, β22) and (β20, β30) planes. In contrast, the nonperturbative collective mass is characterized
by the occurrence of sharp peaks on the surface of collective coordinates, that can be related to
single-particle level crossings near the Fermi surface. This enhances the effective inertia, increases
the values of the action integral, and results in longer fission half-lives.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous fission (SF) presents a complex quantum process of evolution of a nucleus
from the initial ground state to the final state with two fragments, and includes tunneling
through barrier(s) in a multidimensional collective space [1]. A number of microscopic
approaches, such as the time-dependent generator coordinate method (TDGCM) [2–6], the
adiabatic time-dependent Hartree-Fock (ATDHF) or Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (ATDHFB)
approximation [7–10], and mean-field instantons [11, 12], have been developed to describe
fission. However, the development and applications of these methods to realistic cases are
far from complete.
In a semi-classical approximation the one-dimensional barrier penetration with the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation is usually used to evaluate the SF half-
life. The fission path can be obtained either by minimizing the collective energy in the
multidimensional space of coordinates which are used to describe the elongation of the
nucleus (e.g. β20), or by minimizing the fission action integral in the collective space. Static
fission paths obtained by minimizing the collective energy computed with the macroscopic-
microscopic (MM) model [13–15] and various self-consistent mean-field (SCMF) models [16–
24] have been used to calculate SF half-lives.
The concept of dynamic least-action fission path was introduced in Refs. [25, 26], and
subsequently effective methods to determine the dynamic path numerically in a multidimen-
sional collective space were developed [27, 28]. Both the potential energy surface and inertia
tensors are crucial in determining the dynamic fission path. The ATDHFB method with the
perturbative cranking approximation (that is, neglecting the contribution from time-odd
mean fields, and treating perturbatively the derivatives of the single-nucleon and pairing
densities with respect to collective coordinates) has usually been used in SF fission life-time
calculations [25, 29–32]. The dynamic fission path, however, can differ significantly from
the static one. For instance, it was shown that the triaxial quadrupole degree of freedom
plays an important role around the inner and outer barriers along the static fission path
for actinide nuclei (Ref. [33] and references therein). Nevertheless, the effect of triaxiality
on the dynamic fission path is negligible or small in the majority of cases [34–36]. The
odd-multipole deformations β30 and β50 were also found to have a small effect on the dy-
namic fission path, whereas their inclusion lowers the static fission barrier considerably at
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large quadrupole deformations [37]. Studies of SF with the least-action principle have also
shown that pairing vibrations have a pronounced effect on the fission probability [35, 38–45].
Systematic investigations of SF half-lives of superheavy nuclei with the dynamic approach
were performed based on the MM [36] and HFB models [18, 46].
The nonperturbative cranking ATDHFB collective mass tensor for which the derivatives
with respect to collective coordinates are calculated explicitly using numerical techniques,
was recently used in illustrative calculations of one-dimensional quadrupole fission paths [47].
It was shown that the collective mass exhibits strong variations with the quadrupole col-
lective coordinate, related to changes in the intrinsic shell structure. By using the nonper-
turbative cranking mass in SF dynamic studies [48] marked triaxial effects were predicted
along dynamic fission paths, consistent with those obtained in static calculations, whereas it
was found that using the perturbative-cranking mass drives the system towards near-axial
shapes. It was noted that the structural properties of the collective mass play an essential
role in determining the SF dynamics.
Models based on the framework of relativistic nuclear energy density functionals have
been successfully applied to the description of deformation energy landscapes and fission
barriers of heavy and superheavy nuclei (Ref. [33] and references therein). By breaking both
axial and reflection symmetries, the multidimensionally-constrained relativistic mean-field
(MDC-RMF) and multidimensionally-constrained relativistic Hartree Bogoliubov (MDC-
RHB) model have recently been developed and implemented in studies of deformation energy
maps and fission barriers of actinide nuclei [33, 49–54], shapes of hypernuclei [55, 56], and
nonaxial-octupole Y32 correlations in N = 150 isotones [57].
In this work we explore the dynamics of SF using the MDC-RHB model. The defor-
mation energy surfaces of 264Fm and 250Fm are computed by solving constrained RHB
equations in a multidimensional collective coordinate space. The collective inertia tensor is
calculated using the self-consistent RHB solutions and applying the ATDHFB expressions
in both the perturbative-cranking and nonperturbative-cranking approximations. The dy-
namic fission paths are determined by the least-action principle with perturbative-cranking
and nonperturbative-cranking inertias, and the corresponding SF half-lives are computed.
The article is organized as follows: the theoretical framework is introduced in Sec. II, nu-
merical details of the calculation, the results for the deformation energy landscapes, inertias,
and minimum-action fission paths are discussed in Sec. III, and a summary and conclusions
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are included in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The tool of choice for theoretical studies of the structure of medium-heavy and heavy
nuclei is the framework of energy density functionals (EDFs) [58, 59]. Self-consistent mean-
field models based on semi-empirical EDFs provide an accurate and reliable microscopic
description of nuclear structure phenomena over the entire nuclide chart. EDF-based struc-
ture models have also been developed that go beyond the static mean-field approximation,
and include collective correlations related to the restoration of broken symmetries and to
fluctuations of collective variables. Relativistic mean-field (RMF) models present a particu-
lar implementation of the nuclear EDF framework. In the standard representation based on
the Walecka model, the atomic nucleus is described as a system of Dirac nucleons coupled
to exchange mesons through an effective Lagrangian. However, at the energy scale charac-
teristic for nuclear binding low-lying excitations, the meson exchange is just a convenient
representation of the effective nuclear interaction, and can be replaced by the local con-
tact interactions between nucleons. To describe nuclear properties at a quantitative level,
higher order many-body effects have to be included through a medium dependence of the
inter-nucleon interaction. This can be achieved either by including higher-order (nonlin-
ear) terms in the Lagrangian, or by assuming an explicit density dependence for the vertex
functions. In the present study we employ two standard and representative point-coupling
relativistic EDFs that have been extensively used in studies of a variety of nuclear properties.
PC-PK1 [60] includes higher-order interaction terms in the nucleon self-energies, and DD-
PC1 [61] with quadratic interaction terms but including explicit density-dependent vertex
functions.
For a quantitative description of open-shell nuclei it is necessary to consider also pairing
correlations. The relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) framework [59] provides a unified
description of particle-hole (ph) and particle-particle correlations by combining two average
potentials: the self-consistent mean field Γ that encloses all the long range ph correlations,
and a pairing field ∆ which sums up the pp correlations. Here we use a pairing force separable
in momentum pace in the pp channel:
〈k|V 1S0 |k′〉 = −Gp(k)p(k′). (1)
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A simple Gaussian ansatz p(k) = e−a
2k2 in momentum space is assumed and, when trans-
formed from momentum to coordinate space, the interaction takes the form:
V (r1, r2, r
′
1, r
′
2) = G0 δ(R−R′)P (r)P (r′)
1
2
(1− P σ) , (2)
where R = (r1+r2)/2 and r = r1−r2 denote the center-of-mass and the relative coordinates,
and P (r) is the Fourier transform of p(k)
P (r) =
1
(4pia2)3/2
e−r
2/4a2 . (3)
The two parameters G0 and a have been adjusted to reproduce the density dependence of
the pairing gap in nuclear matter at the Fermi surface. The pairing gap calculated with the
D1S parameterization of the Gogny force [5] is reproduced using the interaction (2) with the
following values: G0 = −738 MeV fm−3 and a = 0.644 fm [62].
The deformation energy landscape is obtained in a self-consistent mean-field calculation
with constraints on mass multipole moments [7]. Here we use a modified linear-constraint
method with the Routhian defined as
E ′ = ERHB +
∑
λµ
1
2
CλµQλµ. (4)
In each iteration step the coefficients Cλµ are modified:
C
(n+1)
λµ = C
(n)
λµ + kλµ
(
β
(n)
λµ − βλµ
)
, (5)
where βλµ is the desired deformation, kλµ is a constant, and C
(n)
λµ denotes the value of the
coefficient in the n-th iteration step.
To describe nuclei with general quadrupole and/or octupole shapes, the Dirac-Hartree-
Bogoliubov equations are solved by expanding the nucleon spinors in the basis of a 3D har-
monic oscillator in Cartesian coordinates. Basis states satisfying [nz/Qz+(2nρ+|ml|)/Qρ] ≤
Nf are included for the large component of the Dirac single-nucleon wave function, where
Qz = max(1, bz/b0) and Qρ = max(1, bρ/b0) are constants related to the oscillator lengths
b0 = 1/
√
Mω0, bz, and bρ. For the small component of the Dirac spinor Ng = Nf + 1 major
shells are included in order to avoid the occurrence of spurious states [63]. In the present
study of transactinide nuclei calculations have been performed in a basis with Nmaxf = 16
shells.
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The nuclear shape is parameterized by the deformation parameters
βλµ =
4pi
3ARλ
〈Qλµ〉, (6)
where Qλµ = r
λYλµ is the mass multipole operator. The shape is assumed to be invariant
under the exchange of the x and y axes and all deformations βλµ with even µ can be included
simultaneously. For details of the MDC-RMF model we refer the reader to Ref. [33].
We will explore the spontaneous fission (SF) process along a fission path L that is em-
bedded in the multidimensional collective space. The path is defined by the parameter s
with the inner (sin) and outer (sout) turning points. The fission action integral reads
S(L) =
∫ sout
sin
1
~
√
2Meff(s) [Veff(s)− E0]ds, (7)
where Meff(s) and Veff(s) are the effective collective inertia and potential along the fission
path L(s), respectively. E0 is the collective ground state energy, and the integration limits
correspond to the classical inner and outer turning points defined by: Veff(s) = E0. The
fission path L(s) is determined by minimizing the action integral in Eq. (7) [25, 26]. The SF
half-life is calculated as T1/2 = ln 2/(nP ), where n is the number of assaults on the fission
barrier per unit time [27, 28, 42, 48], and P is the barrier penetration probability in the
WKB approximation
P =
1
1 + exp[2S(L)]
. (8)
The essential ingredients in the calculation of the action integral – expression (7), are the
effective collective inertia and potential. The effective inertia is related to the multidimen-
sional collective inertia tensor M [25, 27, 28, 42, 48]
Meff(s) =
∑
ij
Mij dqi
ds
dqj
ds
, (9)
where qi(s) denotes the collective variable as function of the path’s length.
The collective inertia tensor is computed using the ATDHFB method [47]. In the non-
perturbative cranking approximation the inertia tensor reads
MCij =
~
2
2q˙iq˙j
∑
αβ
F i∗αβF
j
αβ + F
i
αβF
j∗
αβ
Eα + Eβ
, (10)
where
F i
q˙i
= U †
∂ρ
∂qi
V ∗ + U †
∂κ
∂qi
U∗ − V †∂ρ
∗
∂qi
U∗ − V †∂κ
∗
∂qi
V ∗ . (11)
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U and V are the self-consistent Bogoliubov matrices, and ρ and κ are the corresponding
particle and pairing density matrices, respectively. The derivatives of the densities are
calculated using the Lagrange three-point formula for unequally spaced points [64, 65]. The
formula Eq. (11) can be further simplified by using a perturbative approach [25, 29–32], with
the resulting perturbative cranking inertia
MCp = ~2M−1(1)M(3)M−1(1) , (12)
and with
[
M(k)
]
ij
=
∑
αβ
〈
0
∣∣∣Qˆi
∣∣∣αβ
〉〈
αβ
∣∣∣Qˆj
∣∣∣ 0
〉
(Eα + Eβ)k
. (13)
|αβ〉 are two-quasiparticle wave functions. Details of the derivation of the formulas for the
inertia tensor can be found in Ref. [47].
The effective collective potential Veff is obtained by subtracting the vibrational zero-
point energy (ZPE) from the total RHB deformation energy. Following the prescription of
Refs. [18, 42, 48, 66] the ZPE is computed using the Gaussian overlap approximation,
EZPE =
1
4
Tr
[
M−1(2)M(1)
]
, (14)
where the M(k) are given by Eq. (13). The microscopic self-consistent solutions of the con-
strained RHB equations, that is, the single-quasiparticle energies and wave functions on the
entire energy surface as functions of the quadrupole deformations, provide the microscopic
input for the calculation of the collective inertia and zero-point energy.
III. SPONTANEOUS FISSION OF 264Fm AND 250Fm
We analyse two illustrative examples: the symmetric spontaneous fission of 264Fm and the
asymmetric SF of 250Fm. Although in principle one could include arbitrary many collective
coordinates in the description of the fission process, in practice available computational
resources impose rather severe restrictions on the dimensionality of the collective space in
self-consistent calculations. The present study is restricted to a two-dimensional collective
space defined by either (β20, β22) (quadrupole triaxial) or (β20, β30) (quadrupole and octupole
axial) collective coordinates.
Two relativistic NEDFs, PC-PK1 with nonlinear self-interaction terms [60], and DD-
PC1 functional with density-dependent couplings [61], are used in the self-consistent RHB
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calculations of the deformation energy surfaces, collective inertia tensors and fission action
integrals. We note that the height of the fission barriers is rather sensitive to the strength
of the pairing interaction [67]. Thus, the particular choice of the pairing strength may
considerably affect the fission dynamics. As explained above, the parameters of the finite
range separable pairing force were originally adjusted to reproduce the pairing gap at the
Fermi surface in symmetric nuclear matter as calculated with the Gogny D1S force. However,
a number of studies based on the relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov model have shown that the
pairing strength needs to be fine-tuned in some cases, especially for heavy nuclei [68, 69].
In this study the pairing strengths are further adjusted to reproduce the available empirical
pairing gaps in Fm isotopes. The resulting values with respect to the original pairing strength
adjusted in nuclear matter (G0 = −738 MeV fm−3)are: Gn/G0 = 1.06, Gp/G0 = 1.04 for
PC-PK1, and Gn/G0 = 1.11, Gp/G0 = 1.08 for DD-PC1. As in Refs. [42, 48], we choose
E0 = 1MeV in Eq. (7) for the value of the collective ground state energy. Although arbitrary,
this choice enables a direct comparison of our results with those reported in previous studies.
For the vibrational frequency ~ω0 = 1 MeV the number of assaults on the fission barrier per
unit is 1020.38 s−1 [46].
A. Symmetric fission of 264Fm
Previous theoretical studies of 264Fm [19, 70] have shown that one can expect this nucleus
to undergo symmetric spontaneous fission and, therefore, we do not consider reflection-
asymmetric degrees of freedom and perform the analysis in the collective space (β20, β22).
Figure 1 displays the self-consistent triaxial quadrupole deformation energy surfaces of 264Fm
in the (β20, β22) plane. The energy surfaces in the upper (lower) panel are calculated with the
density functionals PC-PK1 (DD-PC1), and the pairing interaction Eq. (2) The functional
PC-PK1 predicts an axially symmetric equilibrium (ground) state with moderate elongation
(β20 ≈ 0.2). The axially symmetric barrier at β20 ≈ 0.6 is bypassed through the triaxial
region, thus lowering the height of the barrier by ≈ 2 MeV. With DD-PC1 a similar energy
surface is obtained, however, with a more pronounced influence of the triaxial degree of
freedom on the height of the barrier.
The collective potential is obtained by subtracting the vibrational ZPE (EZPE) from the
total binding energy surface. In Fig. 2 we plot the vibrational ZPE Eq. (14), normalized
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FIG. 1. (Color online) RHB self-consistent triaxial quadrupole constrained energy surfaces of 264Fm
in the (β20, β22) plane. In each panel energies are normalized with respect to the binding energy
of the equilibrium minimum, and contours join points on the surface with the same energy (in
MeV). The energy surfaces in the upper (lower) panel are calculated with the density functionals
PC-PK1 [60] (DD-PC1 [61]), and the pairing interaction Eq. (2).
with respect to the mean-field ground state. The two functionals lead to rather similar
results, and the deformation dependence of the ZPEs is comparable to the results obtained
in Ref. [48] using the Skyrme energy density functional SkM∗ and a density dependent mixed
pairing interaction.
To calculate the fission action integral one has to compute the collective inertia tensor
Mij. Although perturbative cranking mass parameters have been used in numerous studies,
the importance of the exact treatment of derivatives of single-particle and pairing densities in
the ATDHFB expressions for the mass parameters has recently been emphasized [48]. For the
two-dimensional space of collective deformation coordinates three independent components
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The vibrational zero-point energies EZPE Eq. (14) of
264Fm in the (β20, β22)
plane. Energy surfaces obtained with the PC-PK1 and DD-PC1 functionals are compared in the
upper and lower panel, respectively. In each panel energies are normalized with respect to the the
equilibrium minimum, and contours join points on the surface with the same energy (in MeV).
M11, M12 and M22 determine the inertia tensor and, in this case, the indices 1 and 2 refer
to the β20 and β22 degrees of freedom, respectively. The difference between the perturbative
and nonperturbative cranking approximations is clearly seen in the top panel of Fig. 3,
where we plot the M11 component of the collective inertia tensor as a function of β20 for
axial symmetry (β22 = 0). The solid (red) curve denotes the nonperturbative cranking mass
parameter, whereas the dot-dashed (black) curve corresponds to the perturbative cranking
mass parameter. MCp11 displays a smooth dependence on the deformation parameter β20
and, although one notices some fluctuations, their magnitude is small. The deformation
dependence of the nonperturbative cranking mass parameter MC11 follows the perturbative
result MCp11 , however, several sharp peaks occur at deformations β20 ≈ 0.4, β20 ≈ 0.6 and
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The M11 component of the inertia tensor (top panel), the binding energy
(middle panel), and the self-consistent deformation parameter β40 (bottom panel) of
264Fm as
functions of the deformation β20. Axial symmetry β22 = 0 is imposed, and the functional PC-PK1
is used in the RHB calculation.
β20 ≈ 0.8. To understand better these results, in Fig. 3 we also plot the binding energy
(middle panel) and the self-consistent value of the β40 deformation parameter. We notice
that the most pronounced peak, located at β20 ≈ 0.6, actually corresponds to the position
of the fission barrier. In general, the occurrence of sharp peaks in the collective mass is
related to single-particle level crossings near the Fermi surface, that is, to abrupt changes
of occupied single-particle configurations in a specific nucleus [47, 48]. Such pronounced
structural rearrangements lead to strong variations in the derivatives of densities in Eq. (11),
and consequently sharp peaks develop in the nonperturbative cranking collective inertia. At
these specific deformations the value of the nonperturbative collective inertia can be several
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Square-root determinants of the perturbative-cranking inertia tensor
|MCp|1/2 (upper panel), and nonperturbative-cranking inertia tensor |MC |1/2 (lower panel) (in
10 × ~2MeV−1), of 264Fm in the (β20, β22) plane. The functional PC-PK1 is used in the RHB
calculation.
times larger than the corresponding perturbative inertia, and this shows that the effects of
level crossing are not properly taken into account in the perturbative cranking approach.
The collective inertia tensors can be visualized by plotting the square-root determinant
|M|1/2 = (M11M22 −M212)1/2, (15)
invariant with respect to rotations in the two-dimensional collective space [48]. In Figs. 4
and 5 we compare results obtained in a triaxial calculation with the perturbative and non-
perturbative approaches, and using the functionals PC-PK1 and the DD-PC1. Although
both approaches lead to rather complex topographies of |M|1/2 in the (β20, β22) plane, we
note more pronounced variations for the nonperturbative approach. In particular, the non-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as described in the caption to Fig. 4 but for the functional DD-PC1.
perturbative calculation results in very large values of |M|1/2 in the region of the axial fission
barrier, consistent with the behaviour of the component M11 for the axial case (cf. Fig. 3).
The minimum action path is determined using two different numerical minimization tech-
niques: the dynamic-programming method (DPM) [28], and the Ritz method (RM) [27].
The DPM is implemented by discretizing the energy surface in the (β20, β22) plane with
an equidistant two-dimensional mesh. After considering all possible combinations of mesh
points, the fission path is constructed by connecting those points that minimize the action
integral. The RM, on the other hand, is implemented by expressing the trial path as a
Fourier series of collective coordinates. The coefficients of this series are determined by
minimizing the action integral. We note that for both methods we have considered several
possible values for the turning points sin and sout to make certain that the minimum action
path is chosen. Details about the implementation of both the DPM and the RM are included
in Appendix A.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Dynamic paths for spontaneous fission of 264Fm in the (β20, β22) plane,
calculated with the functionals PC-PK1 (upper panel) and DD-PC1 (lower panel). The nonper-
turbative and perturbative cranking inertia are used, together with the DMP and RM techniques
for the minimization of the collective action. The dotted and dash-dot-dot curves denote paths
calculated with the perturbative-cranking inertia tensors using the DMP and RM, respectively,
while the corresponding paths obtained with the nonperturbative-cranking inertia are plotted with
the dash-dotted (solid) curves. The static path (dashed curve) is also shown for comparison.
The spontaneous fission paths on the triaxial deformation energy surface of 264Fm are
shown in Fig. 6. Four different paths are included in the figure: DPM + MCp path (dot-
ted line), RM+MCp (dash-dot-dot), DPM +MC path (dash-dotted) and RM+MC (solid).
The static path, determined by following the points of minimum energy between the turning
points, is also shown for comparison (long dashed). It is interesting to note that, although
they correspond to completely different effective interactions and were adjusted to data fol-
lowing different procedures, both PC-PK1 and DD-PC1 predict very similar paths. Similar
SF paths are also obtained using the perturbative and nonperturbative cranking inertia
parameters. The paths detour the axial barrier through the triaxial region, although the
excursion to the triaxial region is more pronounced for the nonperturbative cranking inertia.
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EDF Path S(L) log10(T1/2/yr)
PC-PK1 Static + MCp 18.52 −11.96
Static + MC 19.69 −10.94
DPM+MCp 14.52 −15.43
RM+MCp 14.49 −15.45
DPM+MC 15.53 −14.55
RM+MC 15.48 −14.59
DD-PC1 Static + MCp 23.71 −7.44
Static + MC 27.07 −4.53
DPM+MCp 17.84 −12.54
RM+MCp 17.81 −12.57
DPM+MC 19.74 −10.89
RM+MC 19.71 −10.91
SkM* [48] Static +MCp 20.8 −10.0
Static + MC 23.4 −7.7
DPM+ MCp 16.8 −13.4
RM+MCp 16.8 −13.4
DPM+MC 19.1 −11.4
RM+MC 18.9 −11.6
TABLE I. Values for the action integral and SF half-lives of 264Fm that correspond to the paths
displayed in Fig. 6. The results obtained in the present analysis (PC-PK1 and DD-PC1) are
compared with those from Ref. [48].
The present result differs somewhat from those obtained using the macroscopic-microscopic
approach [34–36], and the nonrelativistic HFB model [16, 48], where for the perturbative
cranking inertia the nucleus 264Fm chooses an almost axially symmetric path towards fis-
sion. The resulting values of the action integral and the fission half-lives are summarized
in Table I. Although very similar paths are obtained with PC-PK1 and DD-PC1, the cor-
responding values of the action integral differ by more than 20%, which leads to orders of
magnitude difference in the calculated fission half-lives. The difference between the pertur-
bative and nonperturbative ATDHFB approximations for the collective inertia parameter is
17
consistent for both functionals. We also note that both minimization techniques produce
virtually identical results for the action integral, and this provides a reliable test for the
numerical accuracy and stability of the present calculation. Finally, it appears that the
results obtained with the functional DD-PC1 are somewhat closer to those of Ref. [48], cal-
culated with the Skyrme functional SkM*, and very similar in the dynamical calculation
with the nonperturbative cranking collective inertia. We find that the triaxial degree of
freedom always plays an important role in SF dynamics, independent of the approximation
used to compute the inertia tensor. However, the calculated half-lives are sensitive to the
collective inertia. The nonperturbative cranking mass predicts larger values of the fission
action integral S(L) and, therefore, longer half-lives.
B. Asymmetric fission of 250Fm
In the next example we explore the influence of the reflection-asymmetric degree of free-
dom on the spontaneous fission process and study the asymmetric spontaneous fission 250Fm
[70]. Since the complete calculation in the three-dimensional collective space (β20, β22 and
β30) is computationally too demanding, we simplify the problem by determining the sponta-
neous fission dynamic path in two intervals: i) the path that connects the mean-field ground
state and the isomeric state is calculated in the (β20, β22) plane, and ii) the path between
the isomeric state and the outer turning point is determined in the (β20, β30) plane. The
optimal path is obtained by combining the paths in the (β20, β22) and (β20, β30) plane with
the isomeric state as the matching point.
In the upper panel of Fig. 7 we display the RHB (DD-PC1 plus separable pairing) defor-
mation energy energy surface of 250Fm in the (β20, β30) plane. The mean-field equilibrium
(ground) state is predicted at moderate quadrupole deformation β20 ≈ 0.3, and the isomeric
minimum at β20 ≈ 0.95. We note that through the entire region of quadrupole deformations
β20 ≤ 1.4, the nucleus remains reflection symmetric, that is, octupole degrees of freedom
need not be included for this range of quadrupole deformations. The region around the
inner fission barrier is further analyzed in the lower panel of Fig. 7, where we plot the en-
ergy surface of 250Fm in the (β20, β22) plane. Note the different horizontal scales in the two
panels. The inclusion of the triaxial degree of freedom lowers the barrier by ≈ 2 MeV, and
this effect is similar in magnitude to the case of 264Fm analyzed in the previous section.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) RHB (DD-PC1 plus separable pairing) self-consistent constrained energy
surfaces of 250Fm in in the (β20, β30) (upper panel) and (β20, β22) (lower panel) planes. In each
panel energies are normalized with respect to the binding energy of the equilibrium minimum, and
contours join points on the surface with the same energy (in MeV).
Since triaxial shapes have the largest effect in the region of the first fission barrier, and
reflection-asymmetric degrees of freedom are important for large quadrupole deformations,
dividing the fission path into two segments provides a reasonable approximation for the
complex multidimensional fission process. The vibrational zero-point energies of 250Fm iso-
tope in the (β20, β22) plane (lower panel) and the (β20, β30) plane (upper panel) are shown
in Fig. 8. For the whole deformation range considered in this figure the variation of EZPE
is approximately 2 MeV, and very similar results are obtained with the functional PC-PK1.
Note, however, the difference of the ZPE in the lower panel with respect to the quadrupole
zero-point energy of 264Fm shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The vibrational zero-point energies EZPE Eq. (14) of
250Fm in the (β20, β30)
plane (upper panel), and the (β20, β22) plane (lower panel). Energies are normalized with respect
to the the equilibrium minimum, and contours join points with the same energy (in MeV). The
functional DD-PC1 is used in the RHB calculation.
The deformation dependence of the collective inertia tensor is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10,
where we plot the square-root determinant |M|1/2 = (M11M22 −M212)1/2 in the (β20, β30)
and (β20, β22) planes, respectively. The perturbative cranking inertias |MCp|1/2 are shown
in the upper panels, and the lower panels display the square-root determinants |MC |1/2
of the nonperturbative cranking inertia tensor. The calculation of Fig. 9 corresponds to
axially symmetric but reflection asymmetric shapes, that is, the indices 1 and 2 denote the
β20 and β30 collective degrees of freedom, respectively. Figure 10 shows the deformation
dependence of the square-root determinants of collective inertia when the shape is allowed
to be triaxial but reflection symmetry is assumed. In this case the indices 1 and 2 denote
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Square-root determinants of the perturbative cranking inertia tensor
|MCp|1/2 (upper panel), and nonperturbative cranking inertia tensor |MC |1/2 (lower panel) (in
10×~2MeV−1), of 250Fm in the (β20, β30) plane. The calculation corresponds to axially symmetric
but reflection asymmetric shapes.
the coordinates β20 and β22, respectively. The overall deformation dependence of |MCp|1/2
and |MC|1/2 in Fig. 9 is similar but the nonperturbative cranking mass parameter displays
several sharp peaks due to the crossing of single-particle levels around the Fermi surface (see
the discussion in the previous section). The picture is markedly different in the triaxial but
reflection symmetric case illustrated in Fig. 10, where the square-root determinant of the
perturbative cranking collective inertia exhibits a smooth dependence in both β20 and β22
directions, whereas the nonperturbative cranking inertia displays rapid fluctuations with
very pronounced peak values caused by the level crossing effect. Similar results are also
obtained with the functional PC-PK1, not shown here.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Same as described in the caption to Fig. 9 but for the inertia tensor in the
(β20, β22) plane. In this case the shape is allowed to be triaxial but reflection symmetry is assumed.
In the case of 250Fm both the quadrupole triaxial β22 and octupole β30 collective degrees of
freedom play an important role in the spontaneous fission process. However, the calculation
of the dynamic fission path in the full 3D collective space (β20, β22 and β30), because of the
huge number of computations required, is presently beyond our computational capabilities.
For this reason, in the first step we determine the path in the restricted 2D collective space
(β20, β30). The results are shown in Fig. 11, where we compare the fission paths calculated
using the functionals PC-PK1 (upper panel), and DD-PC1 (lower panel). For both cases
the perturbative approach to calculating the collective inertia produces a path which is
close to the static one (minimum energy path). The dynamic path determined within the
nonperturbative cranking inertia is markedly different and, for PC-PK1, it even makes an
excursion in the reflection-asymmetric region already in the vicinity of the inner barrier. The
corresponding action integrals and fission half-lives are listed in Tab. II. We note that in
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Dynamic paths for spontaneous fission of 250Fm in the (β20, β30) collective
space with the perturbative and non-perturbative cranking inertia tensors. Both the dynamic-
programming method and the Ritz method have been used to minimize the fission action integral.
The static path (dashed curve) is also plotted for comparison. The results are obtained with the
functionals PC-PK1 (upper panel) and DD-PC1 (lower panel), and axial symmetry is assumed.
both cases the path passes through the isomeric state (β20 ≈ 0.95, β30 = 0, β22 = 0) which,
in fact, is the common point for the two deformation spaces (β20, β30) and (β20, β22). Hence,
the isomeric state presents the most reasonable choice for the matching point at which the
two paths are combined.
As shown in the lower panel of Fig. 7 the effects of triaxiality cannot be neglected in
the region around the inner fission barrier. To take this degree of freedom into account we
calculate the fission path in the (β20, β22) collective space, connecting the mean-field ground
state and the isomeric state. The results are displayed in Fig. 12. Also in this case using the
perturbative cranking collective inertia produces a path similar to the static one, whereas
including the nonperturbative cranking inertia modifies the path considerably. Although in
the nonperturbative approach the paths do not reach that far in the triaxial region as the
static and perturbative cranking dynamic paths, triaxial effects are obviously important for
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EDF Path S(L) log10(T1/2/yr)
PC-PK1 DPM+MCp 28.23 −3.52
RM+MCp 28.23 −3.52
DPM+MC 33.01 0.64
RM+MC 32.97 0.60
DD-PC1 DPM+MCp 30.74 −1.34
RM+MCp 30.73 −1.35
DPM+MC 35.67 2.95
RM+MC 35.60 2.89
TABLE II. Values for the action integral and SF half-lives of 250Fm that correspond to the paths
displayed in Fig. 11. The results obtained with the functionals PC-PK1 and DD-PC1 correspond
to the axially-symmetric calculation in the (β20, β30) plane.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Same as described in the caption to Fig. 11 but for the paths in the
(β20, β22) plane. The shape is allowed to be triaxial but reflection symmetric.
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EDF Symmetry Path S(L)
PC-PK1 axial DPM+MCp 20.61
RM+MCp 20.60
DPM+MC 24.80
RM+MC 24.46
triaxial DPM+MCp 19.57
RM+MCp 19.57
DPM+MC 23.60
RM+MC 23.54
DD-PC1 axial DPM+MCp 21.43
RM+MCp 21.42
DPM+MC 25.65
RM+MC 25.60
triaxial DPM+MCp 20.36
RM+MCp 20.35
DPM+MC 24.50
RM+MC 24.44
TABLE III. Values of the action integral for different fission paths of 250Fm, connecting the
inner turning point and the isomeric state. The label axial denotes paths determined in the
(β20, β30) collective space, while the paths denoted with triaxial correspond to the collective
space (β20, β22).
a realistic description of the spontaneous fission process of this isotope. In Tab. III we list
the values of the action integral calculated along the paths connecting the mean-field ground
state and the isomeric state. The paths labeled with axial and triaxial are determined
in the (β20, β30) (cf. Fig. 11) and (β20, β22) (cf. Fig. 12) collective space, respectively. One
notices that, for both functionals, the inclusion of the triaxial degree of freedom reduces the
value of the action integral. For larger quadrupole β20 deformations triaxial effects are less
important, whereas the octupole degree of freedom plays a critical role in this region, as
shown in Fig. 11.
Finally we combine the two segments: triaxial and reflection-symmetric from the inner
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EDF Path S(L) log10(T1/2/yr)
PC-PK1 DPM+MCp 27.19 −4.42
RM+MCp 27.20 −4.41
DPM+MC 31.81 −0.41
RM+MC 32.05 −0.20
DD-PC1 DPM+MCp 29.67 −2.27
RM+MCp 29.66 −2.28
DPM+MC 34.52 1.95
RM+MC 34.44 1.88
TABLE IV. Values for the action integral and SF half-lives of 250Fm that correspond to the triaxial
and reflection-symmetric paths from the inner turning point to the isomeric minimum (cf. Fig. 12),
and axial and reflection-asymmetric from the isomer to the outer turning point(cf. Fig. 11).
turning point to the isomeric minimum at β20 ≈ 0.95, and axial and reflection-asymmetric
from the isomer to the outer turning point, to construct the entire dynamic fission path of
250Fm. The resulting action integrals and fission life-times are listed in Tab. IV. For both
functionals the action integrals calculated with the nonperturbative cranking collective in-
ertia are considerably larger (≈ 5 units) than those obtained with the perturbative cranking
inertia. Consequently, the nonperturbative calculation predicts half-lives that are ≈ 4 or-
ders of magnitude longer in comparison to the perturbative approach. One also notices that
the functional DD-PC1 predicts larger action integrals and longer fission half-lives when
compared to PC-PK1, both for the perturbative and nonperturbative cranking inertia. This
is consistent with the results obtained in the previous section for the symmetric fission of
264Fm. The effect of triaxiality on the asymmetric fission of 250Fm can be estimated by
comparing the action integrals and fission life-times listed in Tab. II (axial and reflection-
asymmetric from the inner to the outer turning points) and Tab. IV (triaxial and reflection
symmetric up to the isomeric state, axial and reflection-asymmetric from the isomer to the
outer turning point). We note that the inclusion of the triaxial degree of freedom lowers the
value of the action integral and shortens the SF half-life of 250Fm, for both functionals and
both approximations to the collective inertia.
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IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have explored the dynamics of spontaneous fission of the nuclei 264Fm and 250Fm in
a theoretical framework based on relativistic energy density functionals. Deformation en-
ergy surfaces, collective potentials, and perturbative and nonperturbative ATDHFB crank-
ing collective inertia tensors have been calculated with the multidimensionally-constrained
relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov (MDC-RHB) model, using the energy density functionals
PC-PK1 and DD-PC1, and pairing correlations taken into account by a separable pairing
force of finite range. Both the static (minimum energy) and dynamic (least action) fission
paths, as well as the corresponding SF half-lives have been analyzed. For both nuclei con-
sidered in this study triaxial deformations lower the inner barrier by about 3 MeV along the
static fission path. The 264Fm isotope undergoes symmetric fission into two 132Sn nuclei.
Hence, this process can be described in the 2D collective space spanned by the deformation
coordinates (β20, β22). The description of the asymmetric spontaneous fission of
250Fm, on
the other hand, necessitates the inclusion of the octupole (reflection-asymmetric) degree of
freedom β30 and, in principle, calculations should be carried out in the full 3D collective
space spanned by the deformation coordinates (β20, β22, β30). In our case this is compu-
tationally too demanding and, therefore, the dynamic fission path of 250Fm is constructed
from two segments: i) the path that connects the inner turning point and the isomeric state
is calculated by minimizing the fission action integral in the (β20, β22) plane, and ii) the
path between the isomeric state and the outer turning point is determined in the (β20, β30)
plane. The collective inertia tensors are calculated using the ATDHFB method both in the
perturbative and nonperturbative cranking approximations.
Our study has confirmed previous results related to the perturbative approach to mod-
elling the ATDHFB collective inertia tensor. The perturbative treatment underestimates
the effects of structural changes at the level crossing at which the nucleus changes its micro-
scopic configuration diabatically, and the resulting collective inertia MCp varies relatively
smoothly in the (β20, β22) and (β20, β30) planes. In contrast to the featureless behaviour
of MCp, the nonperturbative collective inertia MC is characterized by the occurrence of
sharp peaks on the surface of collective coordinates, that can be related to single-particle
level crossings near the Fermi surface, that is, to abrupt changes of occupied single-particle
configurations. This leads to an enhancement of the effective inertia, increases the fission
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FIG. 13. Schematic diagram of the determination of the optimal trajectory using the dynamic-
programming method.
action integral, and the resulting half-lives are longer. Consistent results have been obtained
using the relativistic energy density functionals PC-PK1 and DD-PC1.
In the case of asymmetric fission of 250Fm we have analyzed the effect of triaxiality in the
region around the inner fission barrier. Several recent studies have pointed out that nonaxial
shapes are also relevant for the description of outer fission barriers in the actinides [33, 49],
and this will present an interesting topic for future applications of the model and computing
methods developed in this work. An even more important issue is the inclusion of the
particle-number fluctuation degree of freedom and the analysis of its impact on SF half-
lives. Several recent studies have shown that pairing correlations should be treated on the
same footing as shape deformation degrees of freedom, and we have also initiated work along
these lines.
Appendix A: Dynamic-programming method and Ritz method
This appendix contains a brief description of the two methods used to find the minimum
action path in a two-dimensional collective space, for instance, on the β20 ≡ q0, β22 ≡ q2
plane. Two locations are fixed on the path: the inner turning point (qin0 , q
in
2 ) and the outer
turning point (qout0 , q
out
2 ).
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The Ritz method (RM) [27] is based on the variational procedure. The following ansatz
is assumed for the path:
q2(q0) =
N∑
k=1
ak sin (kpix) + f(x), (A1)
where the variable x is defined:
x =
q2 − qin2
qout2 − qin2
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. (A2)
The “boundary condition function” f(x) ensures that the path passes through the inner and
the outer turning points, and in practical calculations a straight line can be used
f(x) = f0 + (f1 − f0)x, (A3)
with f1 = f(1) and f0 = f(0). The variational parameters ak are determined to minimize
the action integral calculated for the path defined in Eq. (A1). We note that the convergence
of the Ritz method is rather fast, already with N = 10 stable results are obtained.
The dynamic-programming method (DPM) [28] uses an equidistant mesh in the plane of
collective coordinates, as shown in Fig. 13. The inner and outer turning points are denoted
with P0 and Pn+1, respectively, and the path consists of straight line segments connecting
the mesh points Pij. In the first step one determines the optimal paths connecting the inner
turning point P0 and each point in the second column of the mesh P2j2 (j2 = 1, . . . , m). This
is achieved by comparing the action integrals for m paths passing through separate points
P1j1 in the first column of the mesh and, in this way, for each point in the second column
P2j2 an optimal trajectory is obtained which minimizes the action integral. In the second
step the optimal path from the inner turning point P0 to each point in the third column P3j3
(j2 = 1, . . . , m) is determined, again by comparing only m paths passing through various
points in the second column P2j2. This procedure is repeated until the outer turning point is
reached, that is, the entire optimal path is constructed. The main advantage of this method
is that one has to calculate and compare only m × n paths from the mn possible paths on
the mesh. The following values for the mesh size have been used in the present analysis:
0.01 for the coordinate β20, 0.001 for β22, and 0.002 for β30.
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